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PARAPSYCHOLOGICAL
ASSOCIATION
Aims and Organization
The Parapsychological .4smiation was created

in 1957 and has been an affiliate member of the
American Association for the Adkancement of
Science ( A M S ) since 1969. The Association is a
private, nonprofit, tax-exempt organization. Ite
membership is widely scattered across the United
and mund
Collectivel~iu
members exist in the milleu of a variety of
academic and related institutions with long honored
haditions of 8cholarship. Many of its members
occupy positions of leadership in science, public
affairs, industry and academia.
The Associations' Charter defines its mission
UI:

Advance parapsychology as a ecience.
Disseminate information about the field.
Integrate the findings of Parapsychology
with those of B e other branches of science.
W~thin the framework of these goals, the
Parapsychological Association seeks to increase
knowledge and gain a better understanding of
humankmd's psychic potential for awareness,
communication and action. A primary emphasis of
the membership involves investigation of the
ability for human beings to interact with their
en~imnmen:without the use of currently mcufflited
channel&of information transmission.Althoughan
emet@q area of science, the p i d i n s mission of
the field is improvement in the quality of human
life through
greater mientikc u n d e ~ ~ ~ ~ d ithe
ngof
developmental prOCesWE ansociated with the use
of p~rticularparanormal abilities. The overall
objective of Parapeychology is to identif) the
pychic ways that people interact with their environm t , tndgstand how thqr &, and
4,
b e n w rnd
in & enice
of human A.
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EUROPEAN PARAPSYCHOLOGY
Continued from page I
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of ~ccultismbut in 1973 the DSPR
succumbed and formed an alliance with
an occult magazine; DSPR membership
rose to 1,000. The NSPR and SSPR still
have a scientific outlook and a restricted
membership around 100 members each.
For a time the University of Lund was
the only higher institution of learning in
Sweded that sponsored work in parapsychology, but during the seventies

'
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a practically useful way by the military
to physically interfere with the operation of physical equipment, such as
computers, observation instruments,
etc." No respondent thought this impos- sible, one thought it unlikely, sevel )
possible, four likely and one certain. 1
There is general consensus of these
experts. then. that several military
applications of psi are possible or even
likely if enough development research
were carried out.
Question 4: "Have you or one of your
laboratory staff been
'gents Or officialS the UeS- government acting in an official capacity in the
last five years* in order to gather
On para psycho log^ for any
government
Eight
had never been approached* One had
been Once* and four had been
times.
had been frequently
approached.
Total funds available per year for the
entire group of respondents was
$552,000. The distribution of these funds
was quite uneven: Individual yearly
laboratory budgets ranged from no
funds to t150v000. While the mean level
yearly funding was
the
median level was 517*000. That is*
the active research laboratories in the
USA had yearlyresearch budgets of less
than s17*000.
AS mentioned a t the beginning of this
paper, it is difficult accurately to assess
the extent of the U.S.S.R.*s research )
effort developing
applications
of ~ara~s~cholof3Y.
As to possible
discrepancy in the size of research
efforts in the U.S.S.R. and U.S.A., the
budget data
in this survey
indicate it would take but a tiny fraction
of national resources for the U.S.S.R. to
overshadow the U.S. research activity.

Considerable concern has been expressed by some parapsychologists
lately about the possible military uses of
psi ability. This concern is partially
based on assessments that the U.S.S.R.
is not only conducting secret research on
the development of military applications
of psi, but that this military research is
funded at high support levels such that
significant progress on understanding
and using psi is more likely in the
U.S.S.R. than in the U.S.A.
Adequate assessment of this situation
is difficultfor several reasons. ~ b ~any
t ,
estimate of what is happening
secret military research in the U.S.S.R.
must involve considerable inference and
conjecture. Second. there has been no
collection of expert opinion in the U.S.A.
as to whether psi can potentially be used
for military purposes. Thh'd, there has
been little if any factual data on the
actual level of support of parapsyche
logical research in the U.S.A.
This paper is a survey of 1 ) expert
opinion on the potential military uses of
psi; 2) the degree to which the U.S.
government has officially made inquiries
about the field among experts in
parapsychology; and 3) the level of
funding of parapsyc~o~ogica~
research
over the Past five Years.
~~~~h of 1978
were
sent to individuals a t 14 identifiable
This is l condensation of
mr
parapsychological research laboratories
presented at the 21st Annual P A
in this country. Criteria was that each
Convention a t Washington University,
individual had to be a full member of the
St. h u i s , Mo. August 8-12, 1978PA who had been actively working and
publishing in the field for the last five '
years. Each had to have a t least one
part-time colleague to qualify as a
ADVOCACY BREEDS
laboratory or
COUNTER-ADVOCACY
Results: Question 1: "HOWstrongly do
YOU believe that psi abilities might
by Robert L. Morris
potentidy be used in the future in a
practically useful way for espionage and
military intelligence activities?" No
In recent months, many ~ a r a ~ s ~ c h o l Ogy researchers have been disturbed by
respondent considered espionage use of
the emergence of the Committee for the
psi impossible or unlikely. F~~~conScientific Investigation of Claims of the
sidered it possible, five likely, and the
Paranormal
(CSICP). This committee, in
remaining four considered it eerbin,
its publications and media articles,
do you
~~~~~i~~ 2: MH~,,, strongly
appears to be serving as a counterbelieve that psi abilities might pt8nti.l.
~ ~ V O C ~ organization*
C Y
attacking the
ly be used in the future in a practically
psitions
advocated
by
astrologers,
useful way by the military to harm,
ufo~ogists,etc..
parapsychologists.
1
or kill individuals?" N~ re.
(8)
we
m
We
become
irate,
because
spondent considered this impossible, two
being lumped together with groups who
thought it unlikely, seven possible, three
seem
to us far less scientific than we are.
likely and one certain. ti^^ 3: u~~~
and (b) CSICP jtself seems to be
strongly do you believe that psi abilities
might potentuy
be used in the future in 1 presenting a biased, single-minded and
s429500*
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